
Dimensions of product and service quality

DIMENSIONS OF QUALITY 

Dimension Meaning and Example

• Performance  Primary product characteristics, such as the brightness of the picture

• Features Secondary characteristics, added features, such as remote  control

• Conformance Meeting specifications or industry standards, workmanship

• Reliability          Consistency of performance over time, average time of the unit to fail

• Durability Useful life, includes repair

• Service  Resolution of problems and complaints, ease of repair

• Response          Human – to – human interface, such as the courtesy of the   dealer

• Aesthetics        Sensory characteristics, such as exterior finish

• Reputation       Past performance and other intangibles, such as being ranked first





Service quality

• Customer service is the set of activities an organization uses to win 
and retain customer‟ s satisfaction. 

• It can be provided before, during, or after the sale of the product or 
exist on its own.



Elements of customer service 

Organization

1.Identify each market segment.

2. Write down the requirements.

3. Communicate the requirements.

4. Organize processes.

5. Organize physical spaces.



Customer care

• Meet the customer’s expectations.

• Get the customer’s point of view.

• Deliver what is promised.

• Make the customer feel valued.

• Respond to all complaints.

• Over – respond to the customer.

• Provide a clean and comfortable customer reception area.



communication

• Optimize the trade – off between time and personal attention.

• Minimize the number of contact points.

• Provide pleasant, knowledgeable and enthusiastic employees.

• Write document in customer friendly language.



Front line people
• Hire people who like people.

• Challenge them to develop better methods.

• Give them the authority to solve problems.

• Serve them as internal customers.

• Be sure they are adequately trained.

• Recognize and reward performance.

•



Leadership

• Lead by example.

• Listen to the front-line people.

• Strive for continuous process improvement.



Introduction to TQM

Enhancement to the traditional way of doing business.

Survival in the world class competition.

Total – Made up of whole

Quality – degree of excellence

Management – Act



GURUS OF TQM

SHEWHART - Control chart theory PDCA Cycle 

DEMING - Statistical Process Control 

JURAN - Concepts of SHEWHART Return on Investment ( ROI ) 

FEIGANBAUM - Total Quality Control Management involvement  

Employee involvement Company wide quality control

 ISHIKAWA - Cause and Effect Diagram Quality Circle concept.

 CROSBY - “Quality is Free” Conformance to requirements. 

TAGUCHI - Loss Function concept.



NEW AND OLD CULTURES 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------

QUALI TY ELEMENT PREVIOUS STATE TQM

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------

• Definition Product Oriented Customer Oriented

• Priorities Second to service First among equals of and cost

• Decisions Short Term Long Term

• Emphasis Detection Prevention 

• Errors Operations System

• Responsibility Quality control Everyone 

• Problem Solving Managers Teams

• Procurement Price Life cycle costs, Partnership

• Manager’s Role Plan, assign, control and enforce             Delegate, coach, facilitate and   

mentor



Definitions of TQM

• Both philosophy and set of guiding principles that represent the 
foundation of continuously improving organization.





BENEFITS OF TQM 

• Improved quality
• Employee participation
• Team work
• Working relationships
• Customer satisfaction
• Employee satisfaction
• Productivity
• Communication
• Profitability
• Market share



TQM framework

• Implementing framework requires through planning and systematic 
effort.



TQM IMPLEMENTATION :

• Begins with Management Commitment

• Leadership is essential during every phase of the implementation process and particularly at the 
start

• Senior Management should develop an implementation plan

• Timing of the implementation process is very important

• Managers and First Line Supervisors is essential

• Early discussions with the Union is a must

• Communicate TQM to the entire organization

• Training on quality awareness and problem solving

• Customer, Employee and Supplier surveys must be conducted to benchmark

• The council establishes the project teams and work groups and monitors their progress

• Formation of Quality Council

• Active involvement of Middle Managers and First Line Supervisors is essential

• Early discussions with the Union is a must

• Communicate TQM to the entire organization

• Training on quality awareness and problem solving

• Customer, Employee and Supplier surveys must be conducted to benchmark

• The council establishes the project teams and work groups and monitors their progress









Juran Trilogy











Contributions of Crosby



Barriers to TQM



STRATEGIC BARRIERS





STRUCTURAL BARRIERS



HUMAN RESOURCES BARRIERS





CONTEXTUAL BARRIERS



PROCEDURAL BARRIERS







How to develop a customer focus
• Evaluate what goods or service you provide to a customer base.

• Use customer feedback tools to get information about our customer.

• Train our employees to offer customer focus.

• Consider providing customer incentives.

• Work your business copy.



CUSTOMER ORIENTATION,CUSTOMER 
COMPLAINTS AND CUSTOMER ORIENTATION









Customer complaints





QUALITY COSTS

• Quality costs are defined as those costs associated with the non-
achievement of product/service quality as defined by the requirements 
established by the organization and its contracts with customers and 
society.

• Quality cost is a cost for poor product of service

.



ELEMENTS OF QUALIT YCOST

• Cost of prevention

• Cost of appraisal

• Cost of internal failures

• Cost of external failures.



PREVENTION COST

• Marketing / Customer / User.

• Product / Service / Design Development.

• Purchasing

• Operations (Manufacturing or Service)

• Quality Administration.



APPRAISAL COST

• Purchasing Appraisal Costs.

• Operations Appraisal Costs

• External Appraisal Costs

• Review of Test and Inspection Data

• Miscellaneous Quality Evaluations



INTERNAL FAILURE COST

• Product or Service Design Failure Costs (Internal)

• Purchasing Failure Costs

• Operations (Product or Service) Failure Costs



EXTERNAL FAILURE COST

• Complaint Investigations of Customer or User Service

• Returned Goods

• Retrofit and Recall Costs

• Warranty Claims

• Liability Costs

• Penalties

• Customer or User Goodwill

• Lost Sales



ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES OF QUALITY COST

• The purpose of quality cost analysis is to determine the cost of 
maintaining a certain level of quality. 

• Such activity is necessary to provide feedback to management on the 
performance of quality assurance and to assist management in 
identifying opportunities.

• Most common techniques for analyzing quality cost are

Trend analysis

Pareto analysis



INDEX NUMBERS

• Index Numbers are often used in a variety of applications to measure 
prices, costs (or)other numerical quantities and to aid managers in 
understanding how conditions in one period compare with those in 
other periods.

• A simple type of index is called a RELATIVE INDEX.



TREND ANALYSIS
• Good visual aids are important communication tools.

• Graphs are particularly useful in presenting comparative results to 
management. Trend Analysis is one where Time-to-Time comparisons 
can be made which illustrates the changes in cost over time.



PARETO ANALYSIS
• Joseph Juran observed that most of the quality problems are generally created 

by only a few causes.

• For example, 80% of all internal failures are due to one (or) two manufacturing 
problems.

• Identifying these “vital few” and ignoring the “trivial many” will make the 
corrective action give a high return for a low money input.


